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n Windy City Times and the website

www.theatreinchicago.com. She is a member of the American Theatre
Critics Association, Poets & Writers, Inc. and a Friend in the Society of
Ambrican Fight Directors.
David Woolley teaches at Columbia College in Chicago and spends his
weekends performing at Renaissance Faires with Doug Mumaw as Dirk
and Guido:The Swordsmen. and adjudicating for the Society of
American Fight Directors in his capacity as Fight Master.
Ned Mochel is curently serving as associate fight director for the
Geffen Playhouse's west coast premiere ofThe Elaborate Entrance
of Chad Deity.
Geoff Coates holds the record for Chicago fight accolades with four
Joseph Jeffersons and two After Darks.
Libby Beyreis is a member of the Babes With Blades, where she
recently staged hghts for Romeo and Juliet, in addition to The Maid
of Orleans at Trap Door Theater.
Alex Farringdon is a graduate of Columbia College and holds
certifications from both the Society of American Fight Directors and
the British Academy of Stage and Screen Combat.
Matt Hawkins is cunently serving as triple-threat adapter, director and
fight choreographer for the House Theatre of Chicago world premiere
production of Cyrano, in addition to holding four Jeff awards in
recognition of his stage combat design.
Derek Gaspar and Chris Rickett recently staged fights for the About
Face Theatre production of Pony. They are borh graduates of the
Theatre School of DePaul University and certified actor-combatants in
the Society of American Fight Directors.
Leon Shanglebee is the artistic director of Los Angeles' Gangbusters
Thea.tfq and_a member of the Ovations awards committee.
Rachel Rockwell was the recipient of the 2010 Jeff award for
her direction of the smash hit Ragtime for Drury Lane Theatre in
Oak Brook, Illinois.
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CALL FOR COPY
Moulinet: An Action Qaarterly now has its own website! Log
onto it at www.actionquarterly.com
WE WANT YOUR STORIES! Our goal is to bring you news,
information and anecdotes on the topic of stage combat. We can't
do it without your contributions, so tell us what you want to know
or what you think we should know Got some fighting words?
Send them to Moulinet: An Action Quarterly.
ARTICLES, INTERVIEWS, FEATURES - 300-1000 words.
Reviews - 100-300 words. Mail all submissions to MOULINET,
P.O. Box 392, La Grange, Illinois, 60525 or e-mail to
fightingwords @hotmail.com (include ground-mail address and/or
telephone number) Payment in copies. All rights return to

the authors.

DEADLINE FOR NEXT ISSIJE IS October

3l,20ll

ADVERTISEMENTS

- $5 for 1-25 words, $10 for 26-50 words. (Boxes,
graphics, etc., $10 with camera-ready copy.)

Check out the
Society of American

Fight l)irectors
website
at

"a

wlttn.safdorg

A Tbrrific Combat!! ! , edited by Tony Wolf, wirh a forward
by William Hobbs. Published by Lulu Press. A refreshingly
entertaining compilation of documented and anecdotal commentary
on theatrical combat from 1900 to 1920, by the cultural fight
consultant for the lord of the Rings film trilogy. For further
information and to order, log onto www.lulu.com.
Renaissance Men: The True Story of the Hanlon-Lees Action
Theater, DVD documentary by Kevin Leeser, starring the stunttroupe whose debut in 1977 becane the prototype for American
Renaissance Faire jousts to this day. For ordering information, log
onto www.3alarmcarnival.com
Sword of Hearts, DVD film by Sword And Cloak Productions.
A swashbuckling tale of adventure and intrigue in the style of ?nfte
Three Musketeers, filmed on the grounds of the Bristol Renaissance
Faire and Stronghold Medieval Retreat, starring Kathrynne Ann
Rosen, Zach Thomas, Amy Harmon and Travis Estes. For order
information, log onto www.swordandcloak.com.
Welcome To Reality, DVD by Lokean Productions. What happens
when a group of fantasy-garners enlist the aid of a Medieval
History scholar to embark on an adventure in lOth-century Italyas it really was? For information, log onto www.CreateSpace.com
or e-mail lokean @ gmail.com.

THE GALLERY BOOKSTORE

ar 923 West BelmonrAve.

of Moalinet: An Action Quarterly. They are now
also available on-line through Advanced Book Exchange, Gallery
Bookstore Ltd. inventory number 060 (Abe@Abebooks.com).
Price, $4 per issue. For further information, phone William
has back issues

Fiedler at Gallery Bookstore (773) 975-8200 or e-mail;
ChgosOldst @ voyager.net

THREE-TIME CHAMPION:

MARY SHEN BARNIDGE: What

The Elaborate Los Angeles Bntrance
of David Woolley

DAVID WOOLLEY: After building themselves up

-

After 25 years of teaching students how to do
without sustaining injuries, along with
touring the Renaissance Faire circuit as half of the
comic-fencing act Dirk and Guido: The Swordsmen,
David Woolley is continuing his career as the most
sought-after ringside coach since Angelo Dundee.
It started in 2009 with a play by Krisroffer Diaz
called The Elaborate Entrance of Chad Deity, a slyly
affectionate look at the world of pro wrestling recounted by characters who reveal the illusion behind
this popular entertainment while demonstrating rt
right before our eyes-not in pre-recorded video-clips,
but with their own sweat and muscle. Nor are the
fight sequences isolated from the dramatic action as
in most plays, but integrated into the very text,
making for an overlapping 80Vo frght and 90Vo talk.
What this means is that the actors-including the
older actor playing the previously non-fighting
promoter, but who now is also caught up in the
violence of the final match-is that they must first
become proficient in the bone-crushing acrobatics
comprising the physical vocabulary of an athletic
spectacle bearing no resemblance whatsoever to the
Olympic variety, then practice halting in mid-lift to
address their audience. However closely this dynamic
may mimic that of actual wrestling, it's a far cry
from simply waving a sword in the air, even if the
same adage applies to both types of combat-as
articulated by the play's narrator, "You can't kick a
guy's ass without the co-operation of the guy whose
ass you're kicking."
For Chad Deity's world premiere production by
Chicago's Teatro Vista, in partnership with Victory
Gardens theater, Woolley rehearsed his fighters for
five weeks. When the show moved to New York at
Off-Broadway's Second Stage, all but one of the
fighters rqpeated their roles, with Woolley and director Edward Torres also making the transfer. In
September of 2011, when the Geffen Playhouse hosts
Chad Deity's west coast premiere, three of the principal actors-Desmin Borges, Usman Ally, and Terence
Archie-repeat their roles, with local actors playing
promoter E.K.O. and opponents Billy Heartland, Old
Glory and the generic "Bad Guy".
a Hq.rnlet

are the advantages to a theater's bringing in the original cast?

to take the punishment, these lads have kept themselves fit and trim. And they already know their lines!
This saves time in staging, scene work, film shoots,
getting it together generally. The Geffen secured us
gym time at Equinox, workout equipment in both the
rehearsal room and backstage, and GNC is one of our
sponsors, so we are well-supplied with healthy
proteins and carbs.
BARNIDGE: The wrestlers have to fight and talk at
the same time-not just dropping blades for a speech
or two, but freezing, with bodies held aloft, to chat as
casually as-well, we are. How does this differ from
regular theatrical combat?
WOOLLEY: This play demands weeks of training
and actors in prime shape, but we still start with the
basics--climbing in and out of the ring, working the
ropes and stanchions, and falling every-which-way.
We also make sure, as we progress, that everyone is
comfortable with what they have to do.
BARNIDGE: What are the obstacles actors face
when learning to wrestle?
WOOLLEY: The biggest obstacles are overcoming
the fear and taking the bumps. The playwright specifies genuinely dangerous moves like the
"powerbomb" [a two-man body slam involving one
fighter sitting atop the other's shoulders and being
dropped on his back] and the "superkick" [a martialarts style kick with a circular wind-up, also called a
"crescent kick"]. In the long run, however, it's really
not dissimilar to learning any other stage combat
routine-just bigger and scarier.
BARNIDGE: When the show went to New York, it
took three of the Teatro Vista fighters with it, but
Terence Archie, playing Deity, was new to the ensemble. How did you go about fitting him in?
WOOLLEY: We all hit the gym the first day-the
understudies, too-and began adapting the fights to
our new space, same as we.'re doing at the Geffen,
where the ring is bigger than what we've used before.
Fortunately, Terence is a graduate of Dale Girard's

North Carolina School of the Arts, so he picked it alt
up quickly.
BARNIDGE: Your usual field of expertise is classical rapier-and-dagger, but this is your third time
staging lowbrow hug-and-mug for Chad Deity. How
did you get picked to do it the first time?
WOOLLEY: [Director] Eddie Torres was my student

at Roosevelt University back in the 1980s when I
was substiiute-teaching Bruce Young's classes. I had

history staging fights for Teatro Vista,
so when this play came up, I was first on the list.
And glad of it, since Chicago is burgeoning with
fight directors.
BARNIDGE: I recently attended your fiftieth birthday party, and Ned Mochel, your associate fight
director, is close to forty. Does this present problems
teaching extreme physical movement to actors in
their twenties?
WOOLLEY: Piffle, says I!
BARNIDGE: "Piffle" and ...
WOOLLEY: The "hands on" approach is part of
my directing style. I typically do everything three
times and then turn the demonstrations over to my
younger assistants. For understudy auditions, Ned
spent an afternoon being kicked in the chest. We all
eat aspirin and we all come out fine.

a ten-year

SUPERIOR DONUTS GOBS WEST
Tracy Letts' follow-up to the Pulitzer-winning
August: Osage County once again took critics by
surprise with its emphasis on friendship and human
values. This doesn't mean that there's no violence at
the shabby coffee-and-pastry depot in a neighborhood long awaiting urban renewal. Indeed, the
dramatic action reaches its climax when the pacifist
owner of the shop giving the play its title challenges
the local tough guy to a duel with fists.
Ned Mochel choreographed the scene for the
Geffen Playhouse west coast premiere production
of Superior Donuts, where the cast included exSteppenwolf actor Gary Cole as Arthur the
shopkeeper and Paul Dillon-the original Killer
Joe in Letts' 1991 debut drama-in the role of
Luther the gangster. Los Angeles correspondent
Leon Shanglebee reports:
"This fight is long. Like holy-shit long! I clocked
it at more than five-and-a-half minutes. Ned Mochel
has made a very wise decision in keeping safety first
here. The fight doesn't play dangerous, but trust
me-it is. Take this battle royale any further and one
ofyour actors is going to get a cervical sprain.
"The duel starts cute at first. Luther (Dillon)
gives Arthur (Cote) a little push. It's awkward-the
last thing Luther wants to do at this stage of his life,
with his ulcer, is to get physical-but it's enough to
knock Arthur down. Arthur collects himself, appears
to think twice about inviting a scuffle, then-BAM!

He takes a five-foot running start and cold-cocks
Luther, propelling him upstage and behind the
counter. Pause. Luther rises, a crooked smile on his
face. He spits out a tooth.
"Did I mention these dudes are both over fifty?
"The men then engage in some close-quarter
grappling and floor-wrestling. Luther turns Arthur's
head away from the audience and knocks him hard
with no less five head-punches. Arthur is rocked, but
not deterred. Then things start to really get fun. I'm
talking pots and pans to the domes, brooms to the
face, ear-bites, choke holds, heads smashed on the
counter-everything but the cash register is used as a
weapon. We finish with a last exhausted blow from
Arthur that sends Luther hurtling into the donut
display-case for the knock-out.
"Everybody catches their breath.
"Tracy Letts' stage directions for the fight are
broken down to specifics in the text, but there are a
thousand ways to stage them and only a handful are
safe enough to do night after night. This is one of
them. Love it or hate it, this is how this fight must
play. What lrtts intended, Mochel, [director] Randall
Arney, Gary Cole and Paul Dillon respected. They
all got it.
"Yes, they got it-and the people who walked out
saying the fight was weak didn't. I'd go to the show
again to watch it and I'm a busY man.
"Again, did I mention these dudes are over fifty?
"Seriously."

HANLON.LEES ACTION THEATER At
I-94 off Russell Road: Bristol, Wisconsin
There was once a time when the only reason to
walk all the way to the tiltyard at the far end of the
3O-acre Bristol Faire grounds between jousts was that
the latrines were nearby. Nowadays, however, the
sand-surfaced arena is occupied all the day-with
falconry and equestrian exhibits, pike drills and the
late-day foam-weapon "300 Battle" re-enactment
designed to let children blow off steam after a long
day of being forbidden to wave their wooden swords
around (and get them nice and tired for the ride
home). The ringside environs, too, teem with activity-conalled ponies in unicorn bridles, vendors of

knightly souvenirs and plenty of photo ops.

With this diversity comes diminished topical
subtext, however, the obligatory clashes between the
knights now being based less in nationalistic differences than in accusations of cheating and bullyingdomestic conflicts as individualized as they are
(sadly) universal. To further address its expanded
audience base, the Hanlon-Lees ranks of field
personnel now number two generations of a single
family: Stephen Cowan, after years of playing
Schwarzenegger-styled villains, is the 2011 season's
Master of Arms, while his daughter, Jessica, serves as
a squire, and his son, Jackson-having grown out his
hair and learned to open his mouth when speakingthese days rides as the brash Sir Edgeron, the latest
upstart youth pursuing his fortune in the Queen's
guard. Rounding out the cast are Gregory Purcell as
the elderly Sir Gregory of York, Joe D'Arrigo as the
cold-blooded Sir Amadeo of Milan and Matthew
Mansour as the swaggering Sir Maxximilan of
Braedon (attended by the monster-throated squire
known only as "Woll').
In addition to the usual quanties of blood, both
spurting and spitting, the joust-to-the-death has added
to its final confrontation some complicated pyrotechnic effects in a battle pitting broadsword against
whip, both aflame to heighten the sense of dahger
(with mixed success, the dramatic chiaroscuro provided by broad summer daylight being considerably
decreased). Ironically, despite the adrenal thrill of
violent emotions expressed in likewise violent
actions, the arc ofthe three-episode scenario takes
every opportunity to stress the moral repugnance of
the extravagant and brutal deeds committed in the
name of settling disputes, as well as the measures
taken by civilized societies to render them as humane
as may be possible.

Co-fight directors Derek Gaspar and Chris
Rickett exercise that care: a slap inflicted on a
cowering Agnes by her abusive ex-husband is
delivered upstage into the bed's pillows, where a
dainty nosebleed-bag can be concealed. For his selfinflected tooth extraction, Peter is placed well inside
the tiny bathroom, finally emerging a half-step to spit
gore and saliva on the door-mirror.
But that leaves the climactic fight after a sinister
FBI agent, having gained access to the distraught
couple's fortress, prepares to depart-presumably
to report their location to his confederates-forcing
Peter to block his escape. Gaspar and Rickett are
afforded no opportunity for staging this confrontation
deep into the room-the showdown must occur in the
vicinity of the exterior entrance, less than a foot away
from spectators' laps. Oh, and the Fed under attack is
played by a large man of-um, advanced years.
The sequence is initiated by the agent reaching
for the doorknob, only to have a frenzied Peter spin
him out and around into a body-to-body belly-stab.
The wounded man staggers backwards, allowing his
more agile adversary to slash his throat from behind,
commando-style, thus moving them both farther
away from the perimeter of the playing area. That
accomplished, a second belly-stab propels the victim
upstage to give us a clear view of him rising to full
height, his shirt-front soaked with blood, before
crumpling sideways into a corner alcove.
All this takes barely fifteen seconds and
never, during any of them, are we in danger of
being splashed by body parts or fluids, even when
you're critic Chris Jones of the Chicago Tribunesitting with a corpse stretched out within nudging
proximity of his feet.

THE SWORDSWOMEN OF SAN
GIMIGNANO

BUG
fight choreography by Derek Gaspar and
Chris Rickett
The Redtwist Theatre space is one of our city's
three smallest storefront playhouses, and the seedy
motel room mandated by Tracy Letts' rural-noir tale
of doomed lovers Agnes and Peter makes for an
intimacy where actors lean over audience members to
open windows. Careful attention to curtain-line
distance at all times has never been more important.

fight choreography by Alex Farringdon and
David Servillo
Hardly a summer passes in Chicago without a
bevy of theatre artists culled from its many educational programs assembling a DIY exhibition of what
they learned in the previous year. That being so, you
can't get a better showcase for a diverse range of
skills than a replica Renaissance-era comedy, featuring family secrets, royal intrigues, cross-dressing
young women, tongue-tied young men, ruthless
villains, vulgar clowns, puppets, songs, dances and awhat else ?-/e nc in g c o mp etitio n.

Alex Farringdon serves up a string of swashbuckling rapier duels and brawls, the first of which gets
the play off to an exuberant start, Romeo and Julier
style, with a town-square mel6e filling the stage
picture with yards and yards of flying steel. There
is also an abundance of athletic slapstick, moslly
executed by assistant fight director David Servillo in
moose-and-squirrel tandem with Amy Dellagiarino
(whom action fans will remember as the stilettohairpinned Lady Snowflake in the recent production
of Qui Nguyen's SouI Samurai).
The cast boasts several Columbia College
alumni, well-schooled by David Woolley and John
McFarland in the care and handling of their shiny
blades, in addition to actors wholly untrained with
any weapon more complicated than tableware. But
if "make it safe" is the first rule of stage combat,
"looking good" is the second, and Farringdon
generously-and cleverly-ascertains that every
character has their fair share of martial glory before
the giddy plot resolves itself.

A GIRL WITH SUN TN HER EYES
fight choreography by Matt Hawkins
It's a police procedural

as

gritty

and

noir as sta,le

coffee-cops, thugs, guns, sex, lies, betrayals and
violence doled out as casually as discarding an empty
beer can. It's also housed in a single-wide storefront
containing audience seated on two sides, with a set
mandating a full-sized interrogation-room table and
motel bed (the latter of which must be murpheyed
into the wall to clear space for the former).
This doesn't leave much terrain for extendedarm slaps, punches or shootouts. Heeding the
example of the cheaply-made films defining
the genre, Matt Hawkins wisely keeps the action
focused on close-in assaults.
The dramatic tone is established five minutes into
the first scene, with a sequence initiated by a headbounce off the edge of the desk, quickly followed by
a sucker-slap, then a tricky combination involving a
wrist-twist leading to an arm-twist and culminating in
an up'against-the-wall crotch-lift. The rest of the
barely 9O-minute play serves up an array of pins and
takedownS-the mattress offering a safe landing for
an occasional throw-and small firearms aimed at
point-blank rage (but never discharged). Never does
the in-your-lap spectacle disrupt the dramatic flow,
however, instead serving to affirm the brutality of
its environment.

THE DOUBLE
fight choreography by Libby Beyreis
The acoustics in the church basement housing
Barbara Lhota's homage to the screwball comedies
of the 1930s and 40s may blur its text's signature
rat-a-tat dialogue, but its spacious dimensions offer
plenty of 'room for sword-fights, furniture-fights and
even a swing dance or two.
The premise involves a Cyrano de Bergerac
circa 1941, re-shaped into a "women go to war"

morale-booster (Rosie the Riveter, doncha know?).
This makes for rapier rehearsals conducted by the
tou gh-talkin g-but soft-hearted-female fi ght choreographer (the men having all been called up to
military service, aincha heard?), much as the obligatory spitfire leading lady provides opportunities for
greenroom tantrums replete with thrown chairs and
flying crockery.
The climax to the mayhem, however, is set up by
the likewise obligatory Hollywood scouts insisting on
a viewing of Cyrano's six-minute battle scene right
away, despite the absence of the extras playing the
attacking Spanish army. This forces the project's fight
coach to stand in for over a dozen armed adversaries,
sufferiiig a series of coups [e grdce only to leap
to her feet for another bout, while the auxiliary
skirmishers valiantly spar with imaginary and/or
offstage opponents. Fortunately, the beleaguered
sword-mistress is played by Babes With Blades
emeritus Kathrynne Rosen Wolf, whose retirement
appears not to have diminished her athletic stamina.

WEST SIDE STORY
fight choreography by Ron Piretti
Whatever the faults of this touring production, it
illustrates the wisdom of calling in, even for musicals,
a fight director for scenes involving violence. Not
only does Ron Piretti enhance the pivotal switchblade
fight by introducing moves a dance choreographer
might overlook-trips, upsets and push-kicks-but
finds several oft-ignored opportunities for physical
interaction. The scuffles in the prologue now include
punches and takedowns, and playful buddy-slaps
are delivered with greater confidence by actors
comfortably assured against accidental injuries,
while the gang-assault on a lone sefioritalate in
the play achieves a level of danger fully justifying
the victim's vengeful lie. No, Totito, this isn't your
1959 West Side Story any more.

HENRY V
fight choreography by Geoff Coates
Despite the many odes to martial glory-among
them, the stirring "band of brothers" speech-the
late-r adventures of Prince Hal is morc about war and
its many faces, noble and ignoble, than martial
spectacle. Even so, the Oak Park Festival Theatre's
decision to move their outdoor stage in Austin
Gardens away from the trees and onto the green,
while increasing exposure to sun and rain (the
latter making for flooded terrain cancelling several
performances in a summer notable for a variety of
extreme weather conditions), also allowed for a
considerably expanded playing area. In turn, fight
choreographer Geoff Coates, no stranger to the
suburban landscape, was then permitted to mount
two massive battle scenes employing every spare
cast member-even the intems-charging the foreground at full running-speed, there to engage in
multiple-skirmish mel6es delivering all the action
necessary to justify the tragic aftermath leading the
complicated plot to its logical conclusion.

THOSE FIGHTING DIRECTORS
No one could fault the Drury Lane production of
Sweeney Tbdd for dispensing with the expensive and
messy-not to mention nearly invisible in such a large
auditorium-liquid fake blood, but the violence in this
neo-Victorian thriller also calls for gunshots, throatcuttings with razors and bodies plummeting through
trap-doors. So why was no fight choreographer listed
in the Oakbrook theater's playbill?
No, it wasn't a business-as-usual oversight.
Inquiries reveal that director Rachel Rockwell is
trained, herself, in stage combat at the University of
Evansville. Not only that-she's worked closely
with such top fight designers as Robin McFarquhar
and John Tovar, too.
So to instruct actors in techniques for safely
dropping through the traps, she brought in consultants from Asylum Stunts, and to ascertain that
the performers handling the period razors were
comfortable with their props, she insisted that these
instruments be ordered in advance sufficient to allow
plenty of practice therewith.

The significant issue, however, is not how hard
a punch Rockwell can throw or can teach someone
else to throw, but her sensitivity to the importance
of violence in the overall scheme of a play as a
result of her hands-on experience with this aspect
of production design.
"The basics of combat are a lot like the physics
of modern dance," she shrugs, then chuckl"s, ;1but1
if the Department of Homeland Security ever confiscates my or my assistant's computers, they'll find us
researching things like 'how to strangle someone',
'what happens when you slit a carotid artery' or 'the
effects of arsenic poisoning on the brain'-that should
definitely land us on somebody's list!"

A FIGHT OF THEIR OWN: Three Jeff
Nominees Contend for FightAward
Three fight directors have been nominated for
Joseph Jefferson awards in the-can you believe it?category of Outstanding Fight Choreography, as
opposed to the hodgepodge "Artistic Specialty',
division, employed in previous years, that lumped
combat designers together with puppeteers,
wigmakers and video jockeys.

After a season boasting eight full.scale interpretations of Romeo and Juliet, it should come as
no surprise that two of the selections are connected
to Shakespeare's popular tragedy: Nick Sandys'
Shelleyesque outdoor production for First Folio
and Rick Sordelet's Verona-as-We st Side Story
testosterone-fest for Chicago Shakespeare both

compete with Matt Hawkins' skirmishes for the
Lookingglass Peter Pan (a play).In addition to
acknowledgment of stage combat as a discipline in
itself, the roster of nominated plays also encompasses
several with extensive violence folded into their
dramatic ambience-I4/h ite N ois e, The Madne s s of
George III,Who's

Afraid of Virginia Woolf?
Although more prizes for stage combat have
been awarded since 2005 than in the entire thirtyseven-year history of the Jeff committee's existence,
this marks only the second time that fight direction
has been grouped under its own banner. The question

of who will take home the lucite remains unanswered until the ceremonies on November 7, but
in the meantime, the judges are to be commended for
their perception in recognizing so many quality
fights during these past twelve months.

"[The ptay] has ffX,
heartache, even a song
and dance. The only thing
aa
missing is a swordfight."

-Neil
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